DIWALI COLLECTION 2021
BY CPAA
Salonè Diyè is a range of beautifully designed and exclusively hand crafted diyas made by Cancer Patients at The Rehabilitation Centre of Cancer Patients Aid Association, Mumbai.

Made with attention to detail and the best quality raw materials, these festive lamps bring cheer to the homes they light up, as well as to the homes of those who make them.
FESTIVE DIYAS

LAXMI GANESH DIYA
INR 500
SIZE: DIA 6” X HT 4 1/2”
BURN TIME: 4 HRS

+91 8928684108
@salonediye_cpa | @CPAAIndia
multicolored
BRIGHT & VIBRANT DIYAS

11 RED/YELLOW OIL DIYA PACK
INR 500
SIZE: DIA 2 1/2"

SINGLE RED/YELLOW OIL DIYA
INR 250
SIZE: DIA 5” X H 2”

5 RED/YELLOW MATKI DIYA PACK
INR 350
SIZE: DIA 2”
BURN TIME: 3 1/4 HRS

2 MUDI KATORI DIYA PACK
INR 200
SIZE: DIA 3 1/2” X H 1 1/4”
BURN TIME: 4 1/2 HRS

+91 8928684108
@salonediye_cpaa | @CPAAIndia
multicolored
BRIGHT & VIBRANT DIYAS

16 MULTICOLOR FLOWER DIYA PACK
INR 600
SIZE: DIA 2 1/4"
BURN TIME: 2 1/2 HRS

12 SADA DIYA THALI
INR 500
SIZE: DIA 2 1/2"
BURN TIME: 3 3/4 HRS

16 RED/GOLD MATKI DIYA PACK
INR 600
SIZE: 1 1/2"
BURN TIME: 2 HRS

2 FLORAL ORIENTAL BOWL DIYA PACK
INR 350
SIZE: DIA 4"
BURN TIME: 2 1/2 HRS
BRIGHT & VIBRANT DIYAS

- **9 MULTICOLOUR LOTUS DIYA PACK**
  - INR 450
  - SIZE: DIA 3”
  - BURN TIME: 2 1/4 HRS

- **9 MULTICOLOUR DAISY DIYA PACK**
  - INR 450
  - SIZE: DIA 3”
  - BURN TIME: 5 HRS

- **9 MULTICOLOUR MATKI DIYA PACK**
  - INR 350
  - SIZE: DIA 1 1/2”
  - BURN TIME: 2 HRS

- **9 MULTICOLOUR KATORI DIYA PACK**
  - INR 350
  - SIZE: DIA 2”
  - BURN TIME: 4 HRS

Contact:

+91 8928684108

@salonediye_cpaa | @CPAAIndia
Multicolored
Bright & Vibrant DIYAs

7 Laheriya Oil Diya Pack
INR 350
SIZE: DIA 2 1/2"

SINGLE Laheriya Oil Diya
INR 250
SIZE: DIA 5” X H 2”

5 Laheriya Matki Diya Pack
INR 350
SIZE: DIA 2"
BURN TIME: 3 1/4 HRS

7 Laheriya Handi Diya Pack
INR 350
SIZE: DIA 2 1/4”
BURN TIME: 2 HRS

+91 8928684108
@salonediye_cpaa | @CPAAIndia
multicolored
BRIGHT & VIBRANT DIYAS

4 LAHERIYA DAISY DIYA PACK
INR 300
SIZE: DIA 3”
BURN TIME: 5 HRS

3 MUDI KATORI DIYA PACK
INR 300
SIZE: DIA 3 1/2” X H 1 1/4”
BURN TIME: 4 1/2 HRS

+91 89286864108
@salonediye_cpaa | @CPAAIndia
Multicolored Bright & Vibrant Diyas

2 Blue Oriental Bowl Diya Pack
INR 350
SIZE: DIA 4"
BURN TIME: 2 1/2 HRS

2 Pink Oriental Bowl Diya Pack
INR 350
SIZE: DIA 4"
BURN TIME: 2 1/2 HRS

2 Yellow Oriental Bowl Diya Pack
INR 350
SIZE: DIA 4"
BURN TIME: 2 1/2 HRS

2 Orange Oriental Bowl Diya Pack
INR 350
SIZE: DIA 4"
BURN TIME: 2 1/2 HRS
white & gold
MODERN & ELEGANT DIYAS

16 WHITE/GOLD SHANKH DIYA PACK
INR 600
SIZE: DIA 2 1/2"
BURN TIME: 1 1/2 HRS

9 WHITE/GOLD PAISLEY DIYA PACK
INR 450
SIZE: DIA 2 3/4"
BURN TIME: 2 1/2 HRS

9 WHITE/GOLD CHAMELI DIYA PACK
INR 450
SIZE: DIA 3"
BURN TIME: 2 1/2 HRS

7 WHITE/GOLD DIYA PACK
INR 350
SIZE: DIA 2 1/2"
BURN TIME: 4 1/2 HRS

+91 8928684108
@salonediye_cpaa | @CPAAIndia
white & gold
MODERN & ELEGANT DIYAS

11 WHITE/GOLD OIL DIYA PACK
INR 500
SIZE: DIA 2 1/2”

SINGLE WHITE/GOLD OIL DIYA
INR 250
SIZE: DIA 5” X H 2”

7 WHITE/GOLD OIL DIYA PACK
INR 350
SIZE: DIA 2 1/2”

SINGLE WHITE/GOLD OIL DIYA
INR 250
SIZE: DIA 5” X H 2”
5 WHITE/GOLD MATKI DIYA PACK
INR 350
SIZE: DIA 2"
BURN TIME: 3 1/4 HRS

5 WHITE/GOLD HANDI DIYA PACK
INR 350
SIZE: DIA 2 1/4"
BURN TIME: 2 HRS

4 WHITE/GOLD SHIV DIYA PACK
INR 250
SIZE: DIA 3"
BURN TIME: 2 3/4 HRS

2 WHITE/GOLD ORIENTAL BOWL DIYA PACK
INR 350
SIZE: DIA 4"
BURN TIME: 2 1/2 HRS
white & gold
MODERN & ELEGANT DIYAS

4 BEADED DRUM DIYA PACK
INR 400
SIZE: DIA 2 3/4”
BURN TIME: 2 1/2 HRS

4 BEADED MATKI DIYA PACK
INR 400
SIZE: DIA 3 1/4”
BURN TIME: 3 1/4 HRS

4 BEADED COIN DIYA PACK
INR 400
SIZE: DIA 2 3/4”
BURN TIME: 2 1/2 HRS

2 BEADED MATKI DIYA PACK
INR 200
SIZE: DIA 2”
BURN TIME: 3 1/4 HRS

MODERN & ELEGANT DIYAS
white & gold
white & gold
MODERN & ELEGANT DIYAS

9 BEADED COIN DIYA PACK
INR 800
SIZE: DIA 2 3/4”
BURN TIME: 2 1/2 HRS

4 BEADED COIN DIYA PACK
INR 400
SIZE: DIA 2 3/4”
BURN TIME: 2 1/2 HRS
MODERN & ELEGANT DIYAS

8" BEADED STAND DIYA
INR 800
BURN TIME: 10 HRS

5" BEADED STAND DIYA
INR 500
BURN TIME: 8 HRS

SINGLE BEADED BIG HANDI DIYA
INR 250
SIZE: DIA 3 1/2" X H 1 1/2"
BURN TIME: 10 1/2 HRS

white & gold

+91 8928684108
@salonediyecpaa | @CPAAIndia
light a life
WHEN YOU ORDER OUR DIYAS

CONTACT US

+91 8928684108
manju.gupta@cancer.org.in
www.cancer.org.in

The Rehabilitation Centre
Cancer Patients Aid Association,
Anand Niketan, King George V Memorial,
Mahalakshmi (near Famous Studio),
Mumbai 400011

*GST NOT INCLUDED
*DELIVERY CHARGES APPLY